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RESEARCH ON TESTING AND EVALUATION
PROCEDURES FOR INTERACTIVE
MAN-. COMPUTER SYSTEMy
Dunlap and Associates, Inc,
Darien, Connecticut
SUMMARY
Active work on the project started on 16 September 1968. The system's
displays, input devices and operator station(s) were inspected and evaluated.
Human engineering interface problems involving the CRT displays and opera-
tor station(s) were identified. Design concepts for an Interactive Computer
Graphics (ICG) research station were developed and engineering sketches and
descriptive speci.fi.cations were prepared. Later, under a modification to the
original. contract, two adjustable graphic-input-device stands for the ICG
station were designed, fabricated and delivered to NASA. In addition, draw-
ings were prepared of alternative configurations or arrangements for all
current and planned equipment in the Laboratory's main computer facility.
In preparation for developing a research program of test and evaluation
procedures; we 1.1) learned about the design concept, current status and
planned developn :_-nt of the Laboratory's computer system, (2) surveyed the
literature on interactive computer systems, computer graphics and computer-
aided decision making ;
 (3) categorized man-computer interface capabilities,
information coding dimensions; computer applications and user problems and
(4) developed a syste,nlatJ c research approach toward .man-computer interface
test and evaluation. A short-term a-d Tong-texm research program were
outlined. However;, the scope and rate of progress in conducting the research
program was drastically curtailed by its dependency on the evolving resources
and changing environment of the computer research .facility.
Procedures and an experimental method were developed and evaluated for
testing the discriminability of the colors generated on the color CRT. Because
of scheduling problems, equipment down time, the temporary removal of the
display generator in April for .modification, and the t.me required to revise
-	 the system software to be compatible with the hardware .modifications, none of
the other planned interface performance tests could b,e conducted within the
period of this contract. Instead, a preliminary survey and analysis was
made of the human factors aspects of program debugging.
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INTRODUCTION
The objective of the Computer Research Laboratory's human engineer-
ing project, as stated in the contract is "to conceive, design and carry out
procedures for testing and evaluating the human performance effectiveness
of computer I/O devices and software. Based on the results there from a
further objective is to formulate engineering guidelines for modification and/
or development of computer I/O devices and software. "
'Dunlap nd Associates, . 	 Inc. , contracted to provide the Man-ComputerPP	 P
Research Branch of the Computer Research Laboratory with essentially two
'	 types of human engineering support, a) consulting service as requested to
test and evaluate by inspection alternative man-computer interfaces and to
develop design recommendations and specifications for interactive Man-
Computer research stations, and b) to design and carry out a program of
performance studies to evaluate the effectiveness of .man-computer inter-
actions at these research stations.
The direction and pace of the human engineering research activities of
necessity reflected the changing capabilities and limitations of the immediate;
system environment, its schedule and rate of development, and aimed to
avoid duplicating the research efforts of other groups, in government,
universities or industry. The selection of interface variables for experimen-
tal i.nvesti.gation, and the design and scale of the planned experiments were
largely determined by the interface capability currently provided.
Our progress and expenditure of effort have been adjusted to .make the
most efficient use of the assigned personnel in relation to changes in their
availability and in the status of the system. The scope of the work has in-
cluded CRT console design, equipment and space layout, the development of
test requirements and software for a test of the color CRT, collection of
test data and the elaboration of research program plans including an analysis
of the human factors problems of program debugging.
This report is intended to be comprehensive. It describes all the work
performed during the period of the contract and draws on material already
delivered as Quarterly Reports. Some additional material describing work
in the last quarter is included also. The human engineering evaluation and
design activities are described first, then the research planning activities
and finally the research actually accomplished.
APPROACH
In order to advance toward our ultimate research objectives and to work
productively within an ever-changing system and research environment, we
2
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followed a systematic approach. Firstly, we defined the immediate system
environment in which the research ,must proceed. Th:,s involved learning the
system concept, design, components, and functional capabilities as they
existed and were planned. This task also involved the e ,,ialuation by inspection
of elements of the system, such as the CRT displays and the configuration
of equipment in the facility and the preparation of hurr..an engineering design
specifications and recommendations.
Next, we surveyed the general context of human factors research into
interactive man-computer systems with special emphasis on the use of
graphics. Broadly speaking, °ie identified the principal centers for this
kind of research, the general problems being studied, and the major cate-
gories of applications for computer graphics. The results of this survey were
then expressed in terms of a general categorical description of man-computer
interfaces that relates devices, formats, languages, users and problems or
applications. This analysis and structuring of the research and application
activities in this area provided a basis for identifyinglignificant research
problems, and certain general co.mpatabilities among 310 devices, formats
and. uses, and suggested situations for measuring the effectiveness of man-
co.rnputer interactions that have practical significance for NASA's current
and projected .mis tAons.
Then; by relating this general identification of significant research
problems and research contexts or user applications to the specific system
environment of the Computer Research Laboratory, we "cut our coat to fit
E r the cloth" and developed a program of studies phased to the planned develop-
ment of the system's capabilities. Our program had to be provisional and
was expected to be revised and developed to reflect the actual progress in
9 evolving n experimental small scale time-shared general purpose interactiveg	 g	 P P
computer system.
The preparation for and the conduct of research activities provided the
core or continuity for the project, but human engineering inspection and
design activities were also performed as requested throughout the whole of
the contract period.i
VISUAL INSPECTION AND DESIGN ACTIVITIES
An understanding of the system concept and the current and planned
system environment was necessary both to an evaluation of the designs of the
systems consoles and I/O devices and to the preparation of an appropriate
and realistically scheduled r --search program. Apart from studying the
3
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system documentation and questioning system engineers and programmers,
learning the system involved project personnel being checked out in opera-
ting the computer and the writing and debugging of programs designed to
test the capabilities of the system.
System Environment
The objective of current activity at the Man - Computer Research Branch
was to bring into being a facility for the study of advanced designs in .man-
computer interactive systems. In particular, the goal was to enable a
small community of users to converse with the computer and indirectly with,
each other in a highly interactive fashion through the use of graphic as well
as alphanumeric representation. The intention was to evolve an interactive
graphics subsystem embedded as a satellite in a powerful multiprocessor,
resource-sharing or stem. However, prior to the realization of the full inter-
active graphics capability, as presently planned, a sequence of more limited
interactive configurations were available. Earlier versions were operable
only on a dedicated basis. Later ones functioned as part of a time-sharing
environment.
A user may view the system at any time as a particular array of devices
furnishing him a certain combination of capabilities. Table I lists the full
set of planned terminal devices in the Fall of 1968 and indicates four sub-
sets that constitute current and near future configurations of the system
that were expected to be available on a dedicated or time-shared basis.
Similarly; Table II lists the hardware resources invisible to the user (central
processor, storage, and communication facilities), which, together with
..	
the terminal hardware configurations of Table I, their linkages, and appro-
priate operating system software, make possible the interface capabilities
a	
to be evaluated. In general, the system in the Fall of 1968 provided a man-
ual i ­,put capability consisting of a teletype and an operable but unprogrammed
light pen on the IDI display. The system display capability consisted of the
teletype, an IDI monochrome CRT display with a graphic and alphanumeric
character capability, and an ITT color CRT with only a graphic image capa-
bility.
It was anticipated that early in 1969 the system would have additional
manual input capabilities resulting from the hardware and software develop-
ment needed to operate the BBN and Sylvania graphic taulets, and the soft-
ware for implementing particular light pen functions.
The then current and anticipated system interface capabilities are
itemized in the following.
TA BLE I
TERMINAL rA CILITIES
^00
a^i^ w
H
H
H
Input Devices
Push buttorr. and toggle switch console 1 1 0 0
64-Character local teletype keyboard 1 >1 >1 >1
128-Character local teletype keyboard 0 1 ? 1
Remote teletype keyboard 0 0 >1 >1
Local teletype paper tape reader 1 >1 >1 >1
Remote teletype paper tape reader 0 0 1 1
High speed paper tape reader 1 1 0 1
Function push buttom array 1 1 0 1
Light pen I 1 0 1
RAND tablet 0 1 0 >1
SY L VANIA tablet 0 1 0 1
Control lever 0 1 0 1
Output Devices
Console ind icators panel 1 1 1 1
64-Character local teletype printer 1 >1 >1 >1
128-Character••
 local teletype printer 0 1 ? 1
Remote teletype printer 0 0 >1 >1
Local teletype paper tape punch 1 >1 >1 >1
Remote teletype paper tape p,nch 0 0 >1 > 1
High speed paper tape punch 1 1 0 1
Refreshed monochrome CRT 1 >1 0 > 1
Refreshed color CRT 1 1 0 1
Storage monochrome CRT 0 ? 0 ?
Hard copy device 0 1 1 1
F
Lt,^,
TA BLE II
CENTRAL PROCESSOR, STORAGE AND
COMMUNICATION FACILITIES
i
0
DDP- 516 Central processor X X X
Paging hardware X X X
16 Priority interrupt system X X X
16K core memory module 1 X X X
16K core memory module 2 X X
Magnetic drum X X
Magnetic disk 1 X X X
Magnetic disk 2 X X
Magnetic disk 3 X
j 16 DMC Channels X X X
Bit banger X
Tele.-ype multiplexor X X
Input devices unit 1 X X
Input devices unit 2 X
A-D/D-A X X X
6
Current. -- Existing physical links and accessible system software
(programs and library subroutines) .make it possible for a user to:
1. Change the state of the sense switches, other flip-
flops, live registers, and memory locations by
operating console controls and display the state of
these points via the console indicators;
2. Transmit and display alphanumeric strings on a
single, locally connected, 64 ASCTT character
teletype;
3. Display alphanumeric strings on the .monochrome
CRT; selected from a 128-character set and speci-
fiable by the user as to position, orientation, size,
and brightness;
4. Display geometric entities (visible dots, straight
line segments, circles) on the .monochrome CRT,
specifiable by the user as to position, dimension,
line structure; and brightness;
5. Display geometric entiLies on the color CRT,
specifiable by the use: as to position, dimension,
line structure, any? chromatic proprieties.
Future. --It was anticipated that in the near future (early 1969) and in
addition to current capabilities, it would be possible for a user to:
1. Transmit and display alphanumeric strings on a
single, locally connected, 128 ASCTT character
teletype;
2. Transmit and display alphanumeric strings con-
currently on .multiple, locally connected teletypes;
3. ''Pick'' entities displayed on the monochrome or
color CRT by means of the RAND tablet;
4. ''Pick'' entities displayed on the monochrome or
color CRT by .means of the SYL VANIA tablet;
5. Originate graphic entities by tracing or sketching
on the RAND tablet;
I
6. Originate graphic entities by tracing or sketching
on the SYL VA NIA tablet;
(
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7. Initiate any of a user-programmed set of functions
by operating a pushbutton array;
8. Control the direction and rate of frame flow on the
monochrome or color CRT by operating a lever
device;
9. Record individual frames or frame sequence on the
monochrome or color CRT by operating a ''hard
copy'' device.
It was not then clear what the successive configurations of capability
under time-sharing would be. It was thought that, most probably, the
earliest available version of the system would permit the concurrent co.rxi.mu-
nication of alphanumeric strings via two or more remotely connected teletypes.
Interface Problems
t	 The initial inspection and evaluation of the system's CRT displays and
operator work station revealed two types of perceptual instabilities of
the alphanumeric displays on the IDI .monochro.me CRT (flicker and jump
phenomena) ;
 uncertainties over the perceptual qualities of the colors
generated by the ITT color CR. T, and certain human engineering inadequacies
of :'ze operator station (i.ncludi.ng
 the lack of a separate color CRT research
station).
_Monochrome CR T_ fl i cker eheno .menon.. ,--Flicker is a sensory effect
produced when the eye is sti.mulated by flashes of light at regular intervals.
The rate of stimulation at which the flashes fuse together and appear as a
4	 steady light is known as the critical fusion frequency (CFF). The CFF is
proportional to the logarithm of the illumination intensity. When intensity
is very low, flashes as infrequent as 3 or 4 per second appear as continuous
light. When intensity is high (above 100 footla.mberts), the CFF occurs at
about 50 to 55 cycles per second. The CFF value also increases as the Mu.m-
inated area increases and decreases as the ratio of light to dark periods
increases. Consequently, the appearance of flicker on a CRT display will be
a function of both the pulse repetition frequency (i, e. , refresh rate) and
persistence (i. e. , decay rate) of the trace.
The IDI display has a P-31 phosphor which provides a bright short
persistence image. Published data show that for sine .modulated stimuli
the CFF for a P-31 phosphor is 34 cps at a brightness of 10 footla.mberts,
46 cps at 32 footla.mberts, and 54 cps at 100 footlamberts.
8
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The present IDI display is refreshed initially at 60 cps, but as more
characters are presented, the refresh rate drops to 30 cps and a .marked
flicker occurs. With further loading of the display, the refresh rate
drops to 20 cps.
Monochrome CRT jump phenomenon. --"Juxnp" is a phenomenon observed
on bright phosphor tubes with a character repetition frequency (or "frame
rate") of 30-60 cps, a character "on" time on the order of 10-50 ,micro-
seconds, and a character decay to 50% brightness in less than 100 micro.-
seconds. All characters on the scope face appear to "jump" simultaneously
in .magnitude and direction each time viewers shift their gaze over the display
or even about the room. Laboratc;ry tests have confirmed that the phe-
nomenon is related to the short persistence and high brightness of certain
phosphors, such as the P-31 and the standard TV-tube phosphors. An
increase in scope persistence (to the order of 10 .milliseconds for 50% decay)
or a decrease in brightness contrast will substantially reduce or will elimi-
nate the pl;eno.menon, which is due to the stroboscopic effect of the pulsing
phosphor on the small. quick (20 .millisecond duration) eye movements
normally .made by a viewer shifting his gaze over a display. (A .much less
pronounced, but identical. effect may be perceived with any standard tele-
vision receiver during rapid vertical eye movements. )
Both the flicker and the jump phenomena are associated with the bright
short persistence P-31 phosphor used on the IDI display. The effects can
be alleviated by decreasing display brightness, the brightness contrast ratio,
and refreshing the display at about 60 cps. Both effects could be eliminated
by changing to a slightly longer persistence phosphor.
Color CRT problems. ­Apart from hardware problems that affect the
quality and consistency of the color display images, there was a need to
evaluate and define the qualities of the colors generated by the currently
used color coordinate .ransfor.mation programming system. The system
designers needed to know the validity of the present color programming
system an(-4 how it .might need to be .modified. Also, it was most desirable
that the quality of the programmed colors be established before we attempted,
in later experiments, to evaluate the effectiveness of color as a .means to
encode information on computer displays in the context of particular man-
computer interactions.
Human engineering design tasks. - .-The system operator work station is
far from being optimally arranged, but as yet no color display station exists
and we, therefore, concentrated our initial human engineering design effort
on providing alternative concepts for a color display station and, more gen-
erally, for an Interactive Computer Graphic research station. Figures 1
and 2 were prepared to show alternative configurations of the ICG station,
9
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using a table or an adjustable input equipment stand to support the input
devices; Figure 3 illustrated alternative arrangements of input devices that
could be mounted on the adjustable equipment stand; and Figure 4 was meant
to demonstrate the possibility that a graphic tablet .mounted on the adjustable
equipment stand could be used with a projection type CRT to provide an
Integrated Input/Output Station. The work station design concepts illustrated
in these Figures were intended to reflect the research nature of this com-
puter system and the system designers' concern for maximum configuration
flexibility through design modularization. Specific descriptive specifications
and engineering sketches were provided for a color CRT console cabinet, the
Input Devices Unit (IDU) equipment rack, and the modular adjustable equip-
ment stand of the Input Devices Station (IDS) shown in Figure 2.
Subsequently, we revised and prepared more detailed recommendations
for a console cabinet for the color CRT and for an adjustable stand (Input
Devices Station) for two graphic input devices. Finally, under a modifica-
tion to our original contract, we fabricated two adjustable Input Devices
Stations; one to accommodate the BBN Tablet and the other, the Sylvania
Tablet.
A second human engineering task involved the preparation of different
arrangements of the computer equipment; laboratory furniture and peripheral
gear to provide an effective working environment for the operators and users
of the computer research facility. The original four arrangements submitted
for review and comment represented alternative trade-off solutions for the
various requirements and considerations identified during discussion with the
Laboratory's staff .members. Some three months later, two recommended
Laboratory arrangements were prepared. These reflected comments received
from NASA on the original layouts, and revised lists of equipments to be
accommodated now and projected for the near future.
SURVEY OF ICG RESEARCH
A limited survey of the literature on interactive computer graphic
systems and research was conducted. It was concerned with identifying only
major areas of current research and development activity that bear directly
on the effectiveness of man-computer interactions, and specifically any pro-
jects similar to our own that were concerned with the formal experimental
testing and evaluation of the effectiveness of the man-computer interaction.
''`An excellent survey of Computer CRT Displays (graphics, alphanumeric
and applications) appeared recently in Modern Data's ''Technology Profile,
Parts 1, 2 and 3 in the July, August and September issues, 1968. See also
the Selected Bibliography in this report.
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Most developmental endeavors in computer graphics stem from under-
lying human factors considerations, but the acceptance of most new develop-
ments in interface hardware and software appears to rest on their "obvious"
superiority over existing techniques for communicating with computers,
rather than on systematic human engineering tests and evaluations of their
fi
	
usefulness.
This lack of formal testing is, however, understandable in view of the
"primitive" levels or modes of communication that have existed until very
recently between man and computer. Consequently, any increases in the
facility and richness of communication resulting from both hardware and
software developments ar,; welcomed by computer users. Much of the
hardware development in ICG research has concerned the production of
brighter; higher resolution, flicker-free more sophisticated yet lower cost
and more reliable CRT displays. Most of the innovations in display hardware
have come from equipment manufacturers. Considerable emphasis is being
given to the production of graphic CRT displays for remote terminal applica-
tions and studies of the adequacy of storage-tube based displays, such as
at MIT Electronic Systems Laboratory and RCA's Princeton Laboratories,
are typical of current interest in this problem.
The hardware of an interactive computer work station has typically
consisted of a CRT display and a typewriter or teletype input device. Conse-
quently, man's ability to communicate in a graphic mode with a computer
has been severely constrained by the encoding limitations of his keyboard
input device. The development of CRT light pen devices and recently of
RAND tablet type graphic input devices (e. g. , BBN's Grafacon and Sylvania's
Data Tablet) represent significant advances in .man-computer interface
hardware. With these techniques both .inan and the computer can potentially
communicate in similar, compatible alphanumeric, symbolic and graphic
terms.
A variety of two die-tensional "pointing" devices have been developed
for use with CRT displays, such as joystick and "track-ball" cursor controls,
and more recently SRI's "mouse" device. The Lincoln Laboratory's "Wand"
represents an extension of the cursor control concept to entering three-
dimensional coordinate information in a directly encodible form. A number
of experimental studies were found that compared the speed and accuracy of
using a light pen, joystick and track-ball for acquiring targets on CRT's.
Generally-, the light pen was reported superior for "picking" a target, and a
track-ball for following a moving target. In a study at SRI reported by
Englebart in 1965, he compared a light pen with such devices as the "mouse,
grafacon, joystick and "knee control" for target positioning. He found the
"mouse" followed by the light pen had an advantage over the other input
devices in speed and error rate. However, since no tests of statistical
1	 ..p
y M'M
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significance were provided, it it,. impossible to judge the reliability of these
findings. In a "Survey of Graphic Input Devices" published in Machine
Design (August 1967), David Keast identified three uses for these devices:
1) inputting two- or three - dimensional pictorial material, 2) raw sketching
of design concepts, and 3) selection of an item from an array or set of
possible choices. He applied four criteria to the input devices: 1) they
should be simple and natural to use, 2) they should be easy to interface to
a computer; 3) the required software support must be as simple as possible,
and 4) the device should have a low cost /performance ratio. His summary
of a qualitative evaiva tion of nine input devices are given in Table III.
In a well-designed experimental study of two data entry methods,
reported in "Perceptual and Motor Skills, " 1965, Earl and Goff found that
. point-in data entry method was a more accurate technique than either a
type-.in or mixed point-in, type-in data entry methods.
The development of a variety of graphic input devices has extended the
r	 range of methods available for encoding information, but the flexibility and
capability of all these devices for entering data depend on the development
of adequate software. Consequently, software developments to provide the
display and input capabilities of the interactive man-computer interface
represent the bulk of contributions to ICG research. Similarly, the communi-
cation potential of the CRT display depends on the availability of a range of
display formats and met :uds of encoding information. In a previous project
dealing with the design of computer-based displays for NASA prelaunch
checkout activitieF, we surveyed published studies on the relative effective-
ness of alternative display formats. We concluded that the generally equivocal
findings in the literature related to differences in the tasks and measures of
effectiveness used by different investigators. Subsequently, we analyzed the
appropriateness of major format categories for displaying different kinds of
informatiun an.d conducted preliminary performance evaluations of various
graphic formats for monitoring system test performances. We also analyzed
the potential role of computer-driven displays as a thinking or decision aid
for engineers in responding to non-normal operational test situations.
Formats were designed in these later studies that attempted to take advantage
of man's pattern recognition capabilities. We tried to present information
in graphical forms that enabled viewers to perceive intuitively relationships
and patterns in the underlying data that they might miss if the data were
encoded alphanumerically.
The history of these studies shows that format requirements are not
confined simply to the display; as issues of format are pursued, one comes
to realize that the concept extends to the "format" of the interaction, the
give-and-take between the man and the computer. The language of this
interaction is a most important determinant of the effectiveness that is
16
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xachieved. The development of conversational .mode languages, such as JOSS,
"problem-oriented" systems such as AMTRAN which can be used with both
teletype and graphic terminals, and graphic language systems such as
ALPINE and DAC- 1 and more : ecently the RAND company's GRAIL system
illustrate the high degree to which the effectiveness of a man-computer
interface depends on having a language appropriate for a population of users
or for the problems or applications of interest. The significance of develop-
ments in computer input/output hardware can be measured indirectly by the
potential reduction in software costs that could be achieved to still attain a
given interactive man-computer capability. Tests of the effectiveness of
alternative interface configurations must include, therefore, not only
measures of performance effectiveness but also some .measure of the software
"cost'' of providing specified capabilities.
Most published studies of the effectiveness of input/output devices con-
cern only partial tasks, limited input/output functions, and apply specific
proximal criteria of effectiveness. An exception is the work of Landis and
co-authors at the Franklin Research Institute on the evaluation of large-
scale displays and their ingenious attempts to develop a Decision-Quality-
Metric. However, their method of establishing the aggregate "pay-off" of
a succession of cost/benefit type decisions in a highly structured problem
does not provide a general test method as it is inappropriate for .many tasks
that involve inductive as well as deductive thought processes.
Many authors have published surveys of developments in interactive
computer systems and each has had his own method for classifying the
technological advances and system applications. Our purpose has been to
develop a general method for classifying the various developments and
applications that will help identify and select for research those human
factor's problems that Most often limit the effectiveness of man-computer
interactions. We developed a general concept of the .man-computer interface
that relates computer applications to the language or format of the information
exchange and to the interface input/output hardware.
MAN-COMPUTER INTERFACE DIMENSIONS
Research and development activities concerned with the man-computer
interface are centered in three major areas, input/output devices, languages
and information fo=.mats, and system applications. We have found it helpful
to think of a progression for output devices ranging from event/status lights
through teletypes, high speed printers, plotters to CRT displays; for input
devices ranging from push buttons and switches through keyboards, and light
pens to RAND tablets; and for languages and formats ranging from rigid
18
alphanumeric
	  c operator .
-operands syntac, through algebraic/mathematical
macro languages to th-- new high level graphic self-expanding languages with a
parallel progression in formats from line texts, through matrices and scalar
formats to diagrams and sketches. System applications reflect types of
problems, levels of information and distinctions between using information
A
and generating information; we can think of applications as located variously
on a dimension ranging from Information, Storage and Retrieval (such as
a library), through Bookkeeping and Inventory (such as seat reservation
systems) Scientific Computation, and Engineering Design to large hybrid
Management systems. This multi-dimensional description of the man-
computer interface is represented diagramatically in Figure 5 .
We have observed that for different types of application there seems to
be sets of input/output devices, languages and formats that enable .man and
computer to interact in the most natural and efficient .manner to deal with
particular classes of problems. We would generalize from our observations
of successful applications and sa.y that for man and computer to interact
effectively it is necessary to have compatible forms of information trans-
formation as encoding froin problem to man, man to computer, computer to
man and man to problem.
To the extent that man-computer interface hardware and software enable
a .man to address information about a problem to a computer in a natural
language and the computer to respond with information in a format appropriate
to its characteristics and to the problem, they thereby contribute directly
toward effective interactions. For different applications or sets of problems,
some different combinations of devices and interface software would seem
most natural and effective. For example, in a computerized library man and
computer could interact effectively via a teletype terminal using alphanumeric
English-type language with a text format. In the case of a scientific data
C processing system, a man needs an algebraic language, a capability of entering
`t.	 special symbols in text and matrix (array x column) formats and of seeing
the computer output encoded variously in algebraic, alphanumeric and graphic
symbols in text, .matrix and scalar formats. In this latter case, the man-
computer interactions could not be fully effective, if a teletype were the only
interface device provided. The opportunity that a CRT and light pen provides
for entering data into a computer by a pointing action avoids the need for a
more complex learned skill such as typing. Similarly, the newer graphic
input devices permit a .man to write algebraic expressions in conventional
multi-line formats, as well as make diagrams and line drawings for direct
entry into the compute•
 without the need for encoding the information in some
more artificial abstract and complex language.
A
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Figure 5. Dimensions of the Man-Computer Interface
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RESEARCH PROGRAM PLAN
Our research test and evaluation program was concerned directly with
the general problem of the effect of information transformations, informa-
tion coding and for.mating, on the timing and effectiveness of the interactions
between man and computer. More specifically, we planned to explore and
test the effects of different input devices, different display coding variables
(such as color) and display formats on the effectiveness of interactions, in
such major categories of applications as information search and retrieval
(library search), calculation or computation and design problem solution.
In particular, we planned to be involved deeply with the problem of devising
appropriate .methods of observing, recording and quantifying man-computer
interactions and developing relevant and valid criteria for evaluating the
effectiveness of these interactions. We planned to obtain whatever objective
measures of performance effectiveness were possible, as for example, times
to solution, number of interactions, number of "false" leads or incorrect
display requests, but we would certainly not disregard the comments, criti-
cisms and subjective evaluations of the .men using the system.
Experimental Test Designs
Basically, two forms of test design were envisaged. One form of test
would be concerned primarily with a figure of .merit of the outcome; the other
form of test would be concerned primarily with the fluency of t ie process for
gaining an outcome. Provisionally, we associated thefirst form with the
categories of "calculation" and ''library search, " and the second form with
''problem solving. " However, this distinction is not absolute; it is more
a question of ernphasis. The nature of the tent and evaluation procedures
is summarized in Table IV under the titles of Form A Design and Form B
Design.
As far as possible, each test and evaluation would be made quantitative
and thus accessible for statistical reduction and analysis. Tl.,! analysis of
this data would serve to guide us toward more efficient and more effective
test procedures.
Both forms of test and evaluation procedures were to be conducted with
each of two or three I/O systems differing in equipment and programmed
capabilities, e. g. , black and white versus color tubes, RAND tablets versus
light pen, light pen versus keyboard, etc. All subjects would perform on each
of the systems so that they serve as their own "experimental controls. "
Normal experimental procedures for identifying or controlling sources of
21
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error such as counter-balancing, etc. , were to be taken. The .main results
would be normative in cha -acter so that they .might lead toward specifying
I/O systems which were - itisfactory for all users, but we suspected that
considerable individual differences .might occur. The consequences of these
individual differences would be a function of their nature. For example, they
might indicate the need for extensive training in order to enable some persons,
otherwise competent, to use the systems effectively. Alternatively, they
might indicate that different persons have different "styles, " which could be
equally effective but which were most compatible with some particular form
of the I/O interface. These .matters would be, therefore, a subject for
analysis.
The experiences gained from each preliminary experiment were to be
used iteratively to improve our provisional test and evaluation procedures.
The revised and improved procedures would, in effect, define a complete test
and evaluation program.
The basic forms of test described above represent in a sense; "ideal"
tests. They assume a well-developed system and a substantial data base
with which experimental subjects could interact in executing computational
problems, interrogating files and executing specific data search and
retrieval tasks or in the sometimes iterative, open-ended process of problem
solving.
But because of the evolving nature of the system environ.rnent in the
Computer Laboratory's rese arch facilities, the above test designs were not
possible. We planned a program of tests and evaluations that would be
responsive to the immediate needs of the system's designers for specific
parametric testing and could develop progressively in scope and research
significance from tests using simple laboratory type part-tasks to complex
concrete problems in a simulated operational situation.
It was, in our opinion, quite unrealistic at the time of this contract to
design performance tests that simulated complex operational interactive man-
computer systems. The computer research facility did not have the necessary
resources for such studies and is unlikely to have them in the near future.
Preliminary Research Program
The broad outline of our human engineering research program included
the three phases depicted in our statement of work. Phase I of the work
was essentially the human engineering design support provided on request,
i. e. , to inspect and evaluate the systems I/O devices and their arrangement
and to make design recommendations. Phase I testing by inspection
24
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continued throughout most. of the period of the present contract. This was
because the Laboratory's computer research facilities are more experimen-
tal and at an earlier stage of development than had been presumed when the
project started. Phase Il test planning and evaluation work commenced as
originally scheduled and continued as the .major effort of the project. The
Phase III valiciatory testing was smaller than originally planned because ^Df
budget and time limitations.
The general concept of our test program plan was to progress from :pimple
short tests based on laboratory type part-tasks to complex longer tests based
on concrete "real world" type problem situ^A un. For example, one series
of tests that was considered was as follows:
1. A test of the sti.rnului characteristics of the color
CRT display.
2. Performance tests and evaluation of a keyboard,
light pen and graphic tablet for constructing a graphic
CRT display (monochrome or color).
3. Performance test and evaluation of the interactive
effe:ctiNreness of three input devices and a CRT for an
abstract design problem.
4. Performance test and evaluation of above I/O devices
for a simple simulated "real" problem.
5. D'Ltto as in 4 but for complex problem.
6. Performance test and evaluation of use of color in
interactive "real" library, scientific computation
and design graphics applications.
7. Use of operational problem situations.
Tl^e tests planned for this research program were short and relatively
simple, but they would require progressively more man-computer inter-
active capability. In this way, we hoped to encourage the development of
the system's interactive .mode of operation without over-extending its
resources in any one test. All three phases of this human engineering test
program should continue as the system develops. At later stages of system
development, more demanding and more valid performance tests could be
developed and more significant .measures of the man-computer interactive
process obtained.
25
Modified Research Program
The first test in the program, an evaluation of the colors generated on
the ITT color CRT was planned to consist of three experiments. Programming,
debugging and scheduling problems were encountered during preparation that
delayed the start of testing, but we hoped to complete pilot tests of Experi-
ments I and II during February, and to obtain sufficient data on which to
specify the stimuli for Experiment III.
In March; while the display generator was expected to be "out" for
modification; we planned to analyze the pilot data, develop the Experiment
III stimulus programs; and start exploring the test requirements for possible
performance effectiveness experiments.
In April, when the display generator was expected to be back in service,
we had hoped to conduct the main data collection trials for Experiments I
and II of the color test; debug the Experiment III programs and then collect
data under the conditions of Experiment III. The time taken to collect the
color test data under stable experimental conditions on five or six observers
with color normal vision was expected to depend on the effect of schedules
for hardware and software modification and debugging activities on access to
the display scopes for peri.ods of approximately two hours at a time. We
hoped to complete the color test data collection trials in April. In any event;
we anticipated that during April we would continue to develop detailed require-
ments for a performance effectiveness test.
The first performance test could have evaluated the effectiveness and the
amount of programming support required for using a keyboard, and a light
pen sand possibly a graphic tablet also) to generate on the CRT on separate
occasions an alpha-numeric statement, an algebraic formula and a geometric
figure. Alternatively, if the software requirements for an input devices eval-
i	 uation test appeared too great to offer any reasonable expectation of completing
the study in May, we planned to design a test based on existing system pro-
grams. For example, we could have developed experimental conditions for
observing and recording how one or more individuals working at separate
input consoles use the "editor" or "debugging" system programs to solve
simulated problems. Our objectives in this test would be to identify the com-
patibility of the progrdam(s) with the user's .modes of thought, any particular
difficulties or shortcomings that the users experienced in using the progra.m(s),
but particularly we would hope to develop a better understanding of how users
:k, ere working with the computer and what objective measures of their perfor-
mances were sensitive to any problems or difficulties they report-ed.
In May, we planned to complete the analysis and report of the color iden-
tification test, and conduct at least preliminary trials of a performance
26
effectiveness test. By adhering to this schedule we expected to be able to
deliver a draft Final Report to NASA by June 30 in compliance with the terms
of the contract.
Such simple performance tests as these would be meaningful and useful
only if they were regarded as essential first steps in developing a more com-
prehensive and valid set of tests for evaluating the effectiveness of the system's
interactive capability. By preparing tests such as these we expected to learn
a great deal about the system and contribute to the growth of the system's
software. These short performance tests would represent simple tasks from
the point of view of a potential user of the system. Nevertheless, they would
relai e to some basic software development problems involving control pro-
grams, display generator programs, input device support programs, language
considerations and to some degree the development of data structures. By
conducting such short tests, we also expected to start experimenting with the
techniques of performance measurement that could be used in later and more
realistic tests. A program of realistic tests of the effectiveness of the
system's interactive capabilities could be conducted only as quickly as those
capabilities were themselves developed, and as we learned to design appro-
priate and sensitive performance measurement procedures.
Long Term Research Program
The research effort planner: for the first half of 1969 would have increased
in value if it were followed by a series of user performance tests involving
more complex tasks and increasingly sophisticated programming support for
the system's interactive graphic capabilities. In a continuing program of per-
formance tests, we planned to compare the effectiveness of users interacting
with the computer by .means of the CRT displays and two or more different
input devices to perform a rang- of representative user tasks. The tasks
would have been selected from each of the three principal categories of system
applications identified in the literature survey: namely, information storage
and retrieval, scientific (algebraic) computations and engineering design
application. In addition, we would have planned tasks that exercised the
system's interactive capabilities in both a character only, and a graphic mode
of operation.
During all tests of the effectiveness of .man-computer interactions, we
would have collected data bearing on the fluency of the interactive process.
Some of the aspects of man-computer interactions that have been reported
as being subjectively important to a user are the computer's response time
and response time variability, the length of messages exchanged, the con-
sistency of the frequency or duration of exchanges and the receipt of acknowl-
edgments from the computer when a user enters a .mes sage, or status information
27
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when he is awaiting a response. Some of these aspects of an interaction
between man and computer become particularly significant when a system is
operating in a time-sharing mode. Arbitrary or unpredictable time constraints
on the interactive process may then occur as a result of the total ''work load''
on the system. However, for planning purposes we assumed that the full
interactive capabilities required for the first three or four ''realistic'' per-
formance tests over the next twelve to eighteen months would be available
only in a dedicated mode of system operation. But after the system's inter-
active graphic capabilities had been developed and evaluated in a dedicated
mode, it would be logical and desirable to extend the program to test the
capabilities and effects on human performance of operating the system on a
time-sharing basis. The following general ideas about possible performance
tests and the tentative schedule that was outlined were offered as stimuli to
further discussion with the system designers about directions of growth for
the system and concepts of the char, ,.cteristics of potential user populations.
An extension of the initial limited program to include tests demanding
progressively more interactive and graphic capabilities could have been
composed from tasks or simulated system applications such as the following.
1. An information storage and retrieval task resembling an automated
library search problem. In its simplest form this task could be developed so
that a would use only the system's alphanumeric display capability. Users
could be provided with tutorial-type and menu-type displays to help them
search prepared files for specific information. Display requests or other
mes p ages would be entered on separate trials with a keyboard and light pen.
Possibly more complex versions of the test could be developed later which
might include a graphic or color capability. A user might, for example,
request to see data presented in several formats' e. g. , test, matrK, scalar
or diagramatic, or the location and Hype of data might be identified by the use
of color codes (if a character generator were developed for the color CRT).
2. A computational task or series of tasks involving the use of algebraic
equations; reference to tables of data or charts of parametric values and
dependent variables and the selection of alternative operations at a series of
choice points. Again, the complexity of the problem and the range of possible
interactions could be varied. Initially, the test might compare the use of a
keyboard and a light pen to solve a problem involving only alphanumerically
encoded data. Subsequently, a graphic display capability could be included,
as well as a graphic tablet as a third input device.
r
3. An engineering design task involving information on the functional,
temporal, and spational relationships of some construction that could be
encoded graphically in two or three dimensional displays. More specifically,
28
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we are thinking of a task involving a variety of design activities that might
include the preparation and/or use of block diagrams, circuit diagrams;
wiring plans, engineering drawings and perspective views. The scope of th,;
test and the complexity of the design activities required could be varied and
might be divided into at least two separate tests. The first would be the
simpler and might involve only two dimensional figures, as, for example,
block diagrams, circuit diagrams, schematic floor plans -) r equipment layout
drawings. A later test might require the use of more detailed line drawings,
and the use of perspective views from a variety of angles. The input devices
used in these tests of the value of graphics in the performance of design tasks
would be the light pen and graphic tablets. More than one test in each of the
three categories of application would be desirable in order to develop the
system's interactive capabilities incrementally, and to test and revise the
experimental and measurement procedures as necessary.
Following completion of the separate tests in the three application cate--
gori.es
 we might have planned to evaluate the effect of running two or rr-ore
of these tasks simultaneously on a time - sharing basis during a single test.
By selecting particular pairs or groups of tasks for several users to work
on simultaneously it might have been possible to create a graded series of
combined tasks in which the computer system became progressively over
loaded, Our interest in creating this situation would have been to observe
what effects it had on how well users could continue ' to perform their tasks
with varying levels of system degradation.
`	 UntLl we had had experience in preparing and conducting user performance
tests and detailed joint planning sessions with the system designers; it was
impossible to estimate with a high degree of confidence the probable duration
of such a research program. But if two tests were conducted in ea-:h applica-
tion category they .might together require about five to six months to complete.
Consequently; the long range program outlined above was estimated to have a
probable duration of from about 18 to 24 months. This tentative schedule of
tests for both the short and long term programs is summarized in Table V.
However, mainly because of limited access to the system, equipment failures
and the closing of the Laboratory on two occasions because of heavy snow
storms; it was not possible to conduct test runs of the ''color test'' and collect
reliable data from six observers until late March and early April. Addition -
al test runs in the later half of April were cancelled because of scheduling
problems and the imminent removal of the system's Displa^r
 Generator to the
manufacturer for modification.
With the temporary loss of the Display Generator for the month of May, no
further performance tests were possible. Instead, a preliminary analysis was
made of the human factors problems of debugging computer programs in an
attempt to map their general dimensions and develop a program for research
on specific problems.
i
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AN EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF COLORS
ON THE ITT CRT DISPLAY
This test was planned in response to a direct request from NASA engineers
for an evaluation of the colors generated on the ITT color scope by the Wolf
Associates color coordinate transformation programming scheme. The test
(experiment) investigated whether a selected sample of colors generated on the
Color CRT could be uniquely identified. In addition, the experiment sought
to determine along what dimensions (i. e. , hue, saturation, and intensity)
difficulty in .making absolute color judgments occur.
The Wolf Associates' color coordinate transformation progra.mxriing
system is rer resented schematically by three planes through an inverted
"color coney " in which altitude varies with intensity and .adius varies with
saturation (see Figure 6). The circular sections of the cone represent three
levels of stimulus intensity, and the concentric circles of each level repre-
sent degrees of saturation. The cells within the circles represent different
colors, differing in hue, saturation, and intensity. The complete schema
represents 64 colors which can be generated theoretically from the various
possible combinations of the three primaries each varying in intensity. The
number code used by Wolf Associates consists of a set of three digits; hu ,- is
encoded by digit position, and intensity by digit value (0 to 3).
General Test Design
The test was planned to consist of three experiments. Experiment I,
made up of three categories, investigates whether an observer car, identify
the sample of generated colors for hue. The color stimuli of Category Ia,
Experiment I, vary according to the Wolf model in hue and saturation. The
color stimuli of Category Ib vary in hue and intensity and the stimuli of
Category Ic vary in hue, saturation, and intensity.
Experiment II, also .made up of three categories utilizes the same colors
as Experiment I. Experiment II investigates whether an observer can identify
the sample of colors for uoth hue and their degree of saturation and intensity.
The observer is instructed to identify the color's hue in all three categories,
along with rating the degree of saturation in Category IIa, and the degree of
intensity in Category IIb. The observer is instructed to identify the color
stimulus for hue along with rating the degrees of saturation and intensity
in Category IIc.
Experiment III seeks to determine the fineness of absolute discrimina-
tion for a sample of generated colors varying in hue, saturation, and intensity.
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This stimulus sample would be selected on the basis of the analyses of
Experiments I and II.
Method
Apparatus and display co-aditions. --A DPP 516 computer sys.e.m con-
trolled, and sequenced tre selected sample of colors shown on the ITT color
CRT. The form of the color stimuli was a one (1) inch diameter filled
circle. Each stimulus was presented at the center of the CRT screen.
The stimuli luminances are dependent on the calibration of the three
intensity guns of the primary colors (i. e. , red, blue, and green).
The calibration of the intensity guns was determined by the ERC engineers.
Their procedure for calibrating involved the use of two calibration displays.
The first presented twelve one (1) inch filled circles arranged in four columns,
each consisting of three circles. Each column displayed a primary hue at
three levels of intensity and the fourth column displayed the combinations of
the three primaries. With this display before them, they adjusted the inten-
sity of the red and blue guns to a setting just before the point where the
green column displayed erratic characteristics (i. e. , thin loops of additional
green color appeared on the scope surface).
The second cal bration display was then used which presented a ''rain-
bow'' display of spectral colors. The intensity controls for the red and blue
guns werF ,. , en adjusted to create the best spectrum of hues. All three
l	 intensity cu p . •ols were then considered calibrated and taped over to protect
against tampering.
Stimuli. luminances were measured with a Gamma Scientific Photometer,
model 700-2, with photopic filter and a photometric Telescope (700-2). The
size of the telescope aperture was .030" - 1/2 r l igree. 'I-ie distance between
the telescope and screen was 6-1/2'. The diameter of the color stimulus
being .measured was approximately 3/4". The recorded stimuli luminances
are listed in Table VI.
The ceiling luminaries of the test roam were turned off, and an average
level of indirect ambient illumination of 20 foot-candles was establishing with
five moveable neon lamps.. The reflectors on the lamps were angled to avoid
or .minimizF! glare on the face of the color CRT. Light levels were measured
with a Gamma Scientific Photometer, model 700-2, with an incident cosine
k
	 receptor head (700-4). The photometer was calibrated with a Gamma
Scientific 202 Calibrator.
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The reflected a.rnbient illuminance and the internally produced back-
ground luminance were not of sufficient .magnitude to be detected with the
Gamma Scientific Photometer.
The use of a monochrome CRT for listing the choices of response and
transmitting the subject's responses to the central processor as .mentioned
in Memorandum 317-5 was disregarded due to programming difficulties and
time limitations for solving these difficulties. A tape recorder was used to
record the subject's responses and these responses were later .manually
transcribed.
Procedure. --Each subject reported to the laboratory 15 minutes before
testing and remained in the test room for the purpose of adapting to the con-
trolled level of illumination. During the adaptation period each subject was
seated in front of the ITT CRT and the chair was adjusted for a 28'' viewing
distance.
During the adaptation, the .meanings of hue, saturation, and brightness
were explained. Each subject was then told the choices for hue responses and
the methods of rating saturation and brightness. The subject was instructed
to respond by speaking into the .microphone which was held by the subject
during the test.
The subject was then shown the primary colors plus their first order
intermediaries at intensity Level 2, maxi,mu.mly saturated. Light gray was
also shown. The experimenter identified the hue along with rating the
saturation and intensity for these stimuli. The purpose of this presentation
was to acquaint the subject with the range of stimuli and responses to be used.
Each subject was then asked if he had any questions, and if ready, the
test followed.
Only one color stimulus was presented on the CRT at a time for a dura-
tion of five seconds. The screen was then blanked. The subject .made
his response to the stimulus while it was presented or while the screen was
blanked. A 10-second blank interval between stimuli was scheduled.
Two different experiments were administered to each subject. Each
experiment had a number of categories. The color generation program
automatically halted after each category of an experiment and after each
experiment. There was a one to two .minute rest period between the cate-
gories of each experiment, and a three to five minute rest between the
experiments.
The experiments and their categories were as follows.
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Experiment 1
Category (Ia)
Stimuli - Tl:e primary colors, Red (R), G-reen (G), and
Blue (B) and their first order intermediates (300, 330,
030, 033, 003, 303), varying in saturation and with
intensity held constant (Intens=3). See Figure 7.
The stimuli (19) labeled per Wolf schema were:
	
300	 330	 030	 033	 003	 202
	
311	 331	 131	 133	 113
	 313
	
333 322	 332	 232
	 233
	 223
	 323
Response - The possible responses for the subject upon
presentation of a stimulus were a forced choice among six
hues plus gray (i. e. , red, yellow, green, cyan, blue,
magenta, and white).
t
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Experiment I
Category Ia
M
203 3M 302
103\ 	=	 301
B	 213 3T3 312	 R
323	
\N013	 23	 3\ 	 310
12	 3 21
023	 \\\\^/ 3	 320
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2 3:2C
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132 — 231
	 49 
Y
032	 1^1
—_	 230
031 03D 130
G
M
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^x102	 201
B 002	 212	 200 R
112	 Lt,	 211
012	 GRAY	 210
122	
222	
221
C 022	 220 Y
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021	 120
020
IN TENS = 3
VALUE s 3
IN TENS = 2
VA LUE f 2
M
qGR A1
B
	
100 R
 Y
C1
	
110
010
BLACK
000
IN TENS = 1
VALUE s 1
INTENS = 0
VA LUE = 0
Figure 7, Shaded Colors were the Selected
Color Stimuli
Category (Ib)
Stimuli - Primary colors plus the
inte m diates varying in intensity
tion ( see Figure 8) . The stimuli,
schema, were:
333 	 30 3	 300	 330	 030
222	 202	 200	 220	 020
111	 101	 100	 110	 010
it first (1st) order
but constant satura-
labeled per Wolf
033	 003
022	 002
011	 001
Response - Same as Category Ia.
Category (Ic)
Stimuli - Primary colors and first (1st) order inter-
mediates varying in saturation and intensity (see
Figure 9) . The stimuli, labeled per Wolf schema, were:
303 300 330 030 033 00 3
313 311 331 131 133 113
323 322 332 232 233 223
333
202 200 220 020 022 002
212 211 221 121 122 112
222
101 100 110 010 011 001
111
Response - Same as Cateogry Ia.
r
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Figure 8. Shaded Colors were -ae Selected
Color Stimuli
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Experiment I
	 M
Category Ic
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B	 213 3	 312	 \ R
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— .
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_ GIB Y
C (^i 1 1	 W Y
go
IN TENS = 1
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000 ,
Figure 9. Shaded Colors were the Selected
Color Stimuli
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Experiment II
Category (.Ia)
Stimuli - (see Figure 10) Primary colors and first (1st)
order intermediates varying in saturation and with
intensity constant (Itens = 3). The stimuli labeled per
Wolf schema, were:
300 330 030 033 003 303
311 331 131 133 113 313
322 332 232 233 223 323
333
Response - The possible responses for the subject upon
presentation of a stimulus were a forced choice among six
hues plus gray (i. e. , red, yellow, green, cyan, blue,
magenta, and gray) along with rating the degree of saturation
(as 1, 2 and 3).
Category TIb)
Stimuli - Primary colors and first (1st) order inter-
i-nediates varying in intensity and with saturation constant
(see Figure 11). The stimuli, labeled per Wolf schema,
were:
i
333 303	 300	 330	 030	 033	 003
222 202	 200	 220	 020	 022	 002
111	 101	 100	 110	 010	 011	 001
Response - The possible responses for the subject upon
presentation of a stimulus were a forced choice among six
hues plus gray (i. e. , red, yellow, green, cyan, blue,
magenta, and gray) along with rating the degree of intensity
(as 1, 2, and 3) .
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Experiment II
	
M
Category IIa
R
IN TENS = 3
VALUE s 3
Y
IN TENS = 2
VALUE	 2
G
.M-
101
	
B001	 100 R
IN TENSDk.	 = 1
GRAY	 VALUE	 1
	
C 011	 111	 110 Y
010
G
M
BLACK	 INTENS = 0
000	 VALUE = 0
Figure 10. Shaded Colors were the Selected
Stimuli
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103 301
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032 131 231
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031 OMO 130
Experiment II
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Figure 11. Shaded Colors were the Selected
Color Stimuli
INTENS = 2
VA LUE	 2
INTENS = 1
VALUE	 1
INTENS = 0
VALUE = 0
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Category (IIc)
Stimuli - Primary colors and first (1st) order inter-
mediates varying in saturation and intensity (See Figure 12).
The stimuli, labeled per Wolf Schema, were:
303	 300 330	 030	 033	 003
313	 311 331	 131	 133	 113	 333
323	 322 332	 232	 233	 223
202	 200 220	 020	 022	 002
222
212	 211 221	 121	 122	 112
101	 100 110	 010	 011	 001	 111
Response - The possible responses for the subject upon
presentation of a stimulus were a forced choice among six
hues plus gray (i. e. ,	 red,	 yellow,	 green,	 cyan,	 blue,
magenta, and white) along with rating the degree of saturation
(as	 1,	 2, and 3) and rating the degree of intensity (as 1,	 2,
and 3).
i
Subjects. --The test program used six male subjects.	 All had normal or
corrected to nur.mal visual acuity.
	
All were tested with the Dvorine Color
Discrimination Test and were found to be normal.
Desk. --The order of presentation of Experiments I and II were counter-
balanced among the subjects. The first two categori-s of each experiment
were also counterbalanced, and always preceded category three of Experi-
ments I and Ii. The stir,:uli of each category were randomized. Two, sets
of randomized stimuli were drawn up with three subjects receiving the first
list, the other three subjects receiving the second list.
Each subject performed Experiments I and II during one experimental
session which lasted for approximately cane and one-half hours.
The subjects performances in identifying the colors were measured in
terms of the frequency with which color was identified correctly.
Results. --The experimental resultf-, are grouped into two categories for
discussion. Category I includes the results from the first four (4) subjects;
w
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Figure :2. Shaded Colors were the Selected
Color Stimuli
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Category II combines the results of all six (6) subjects. The data was
grouped in this way because of possible differences in stimulus conditions,
.After- the first four (4) subjects were tested, the CRT failed and was
repaired. However, there is some doubt that the CRT calibration setting
and stimulus conditions for the last two subjects after the failure were
exactly the same as for the first four (4) subjects.
Tables VII. (a and b) and VIII (a and b) tabulate the frequency and per-
centage that a stimulus was identified as a particular hue by the first four.
(4) subjects, and by all six (6) subjects, respectively.
Those stimuli that were consistently identified as a particular hue for
75 11/0 and 90%n of the observations are pasted on Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 to
I)NI-Ig these results into the perspective of the Wolf model,
:I:'^+.ble IX Is the stimulus-response matrix tabulating the frequency of
responses of both hue and intensity rating. Only responses that have correct
lit.ic identification have been included in this matrix. Figure 17, the graph
of the physical intensities for the .maximumly saturated primary and first
order intermediate colors, is included for discussion of the relationship
I)ca"ween the physical intensities of the colors and the subjects' intensity
ratings,
Di scussion. --, Tables VII (a and b) and VIII (a aA b), show that absolute
hue discrimination Is passible only at maximum saturation for all levels of
intensity, The primary hues (red, green and blue) at maximum saturate a
were consistently identified correctly for more than 90% of the observations
for -tll three levels of intensity. This was the result for all s x subjects.
The responses of the first four (4) subjects show the first order inter-
mediary colors of magenta and yellow at max^mu.m saturation to be consistent-
ly identified 90% of the time for all levels of intensity. Cyan failed to be
consistently identified at intensity Level 1.
The last two subjects performance differed in that they failed to discrim.-
inate yellow from green at intensity Level 1.
Si.ncr, it was found that there was no hue discrimination for desaturated
colors, it was needless to analyze the results for saturation discriminations.
O
Intensity discrimination was analyzed only for the fully saturated colors
since hue dibcri.mination only existed at that level of saturation. Table IX
illustrates that only for red is intensity discrimination demonstrated. Even
in the case of red, there is much uncertainty. Failure to di,scriminat:e
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.mly Saturated Primary
nediate Colors vs.
maximum saturated colors along the dimension of intensity is understandable
when the graph of the physical intensities is inspected. This graph shows
very small inc^ ements of physical intensity from Level 1 to Level 3.
No attempt was .made to perform Experiment III as had been originally
planned.
With discrimination of the sample colors only along the dimension of
hue, only six of the thirty-nine (39) colors sampled were uniquely identified.
The results of this test do not confirm the prediction of the Wolf schema
that sixty-four (64) colcrs can be generated on the color CRT from the
various possible combinations of the three primaries each varying in inten-
sity.
Reservations must be made on the adequacy of this experiment as a valid
test of the Wolf schema, because of the previously mentioned restriction
on the calibration of the intensities of the three color guns of the CRT, and
the inadequate range of intensity control which precluded variation in the
primary hues over a range of intensities required by the Wolf programming
schema.
HUMAN FACTORS PROBLEMS OF
PROGRAM DEBUGGING
Program design, development and installation has become a critical
phase of system implementation that is hindering exploitation of the full
potential of .modern digital computers. Yet, surprisingly little systematic
study and experimentation has been undertaken to better define the dimensions
of the problem: what are the abilities and skills of "good" programmers; how
do you teach program debugging; what are the probabilities of differing kinds
of errors, and the difficulties of diagnosing and correcting errors in differ-
ing kinds of programs, program languages, or operating systems; and what
are the relative efficiencies of on-line or off-line debugging or of available
or proposed debugging aids (programs, displays and procedures). Debugging
covers a variety of operations and tasks involved in detecting, isolating and
identifying program faults, in preparing and making corrections or modifi-
cations, and in testing the revised program over a range of critical system
conditions, problems and parametric values. The difficulty of any or all of
these debugging operations is likely to vary with the type of error (logical,
system specific or coding error), the language used for writing the program,
the program function and the design and condition of the system environment.
A variety of specific debugging aids (programs and output formats) are
available to help a programmer isolate and identify software faults, but little
57
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or nothing .seems available to help a programmer select an efficient pro-
cedure, guide him through a logical analytic process, and evaluate and inter-
pret the infoi7tiiation generated at each step in the process.
We conducted a preliminary ex,,Aoration of the human factors proolemms of
debuggingand attempted to map thei - general dimensions and to develop an
approach and program for research on specific problems. First, we reviewed
and classified a sample of the debugging aids currently available to programmers.
Our aim in .making this survey was to identify 1) the kinds of information that
programmers sought, 2) the procedures they had to follow to acquire the
information, and 3) the needs that programmers perceived for improved
techniques as indicated by the successive developments in debugging aids.
Secondly, we analyzed the programming and debugging processes to identify
a programmer's opportunities for .making various types of errors, for
detecting and correcting errors at successive stages of program generation
and execution, and the stages at which debugging systems could aid him
localize, identify and correct program faults. Thirdly, we selected a limited
number of critical problems for which human factors research suggests
certain improved aids or debugging techniques and outlined a program of
research to develop and test these potential "solutions. "
Survey of Current Debugging Aids
The method used by past surveys for classifying existing debugging
systems has usually been Assembly-Language debugging and Higher-Le.vel-
Language debugging. For our purposes, this description of available de-
bugging aids was expanded to have the following four descriptors: 1) Numerics
(Bits and Bytes), 2) Instruction Mnemonics, 3) Full Symbolic Reference, and
4) Higher Level. Table X illustrates our classification of some current
debugging aids using these four categories. The lists of debugging aids in
each category are exa.mplary only and by no .means inclusive or complete.
The Numeric category includes all those aids in which instructions,
output and .modification of the program are accomplished at the numeric
level (octal in most cases). In general, the functions provided by the aids
in the Numeric category are:
1. type contents of register(s)
2. change contents of selected registers
3. list those registers having given contents in a given field
4. execute instructions
5. print "traces" of machine operations
i
	
Included in the category of Instruction Mnemonics are those aids in
1	 which examination and modification of a program is also accomplished at the
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numeric level (octal or decimal) but with instructions expressed in some
form of symbolic mnemonics. The principal functions performed by m ►-e
monic debugging aids are:
1, examine a word or block of words
2, change a word or block of words
3, conduct word searches
4. execute dumps (postmortem - snap)
5. print traces as specified
6. accept breakpoints or traces
In general, the functions and information provided by the aids in the
Mnemonic category are much the same as in the Numeric category with the
addition of the important function of specifying breakpoints.
The category of Full Symbolic Reference includes those debugging aids in
which the u!^er examines and modifies hi e program in terms of tale symbols
used in his source program and changes the contents of registers in a form
almost identical to that used in the corresponding assembly language. The
Full Symbolic Reference csitegory provides the same functions and informa-
tion as the Mnemonic category with the addition of conditional breakpoints.
1 he category of Higher Level debugging aids includes those debugging
aids in which the user examines and modifies his program directly rather
than the computer's states by means of commands and outputs in a higher
level language similar to his source program language. The Higher Level
category provides many functions and kinds of information similar to the
Full Symbolic Reference category. Along with those functions mentioned in
the other categories there are conditional terminations of the program along
with an option to print the error comment of the source program. The user
may incorporate debug statements in his source "deck" or accompany his
source deck with separate debug statements and may command the processor
to provide for debug operations.
These four categories of debugging aids can be viewed as representing
a progression in .methods of encoding instructions and informatiun output
from a code that is all numeric (octal and decimal) to an all symbolic code
completely compatible with the sou:- , - e program language. The overalli	 functions provided within each of th : _ four categories of aids do not show a
comparable progression of increased capabilities. Major increases in
capability relate to the introduction of specific breakpoints in the Mnemonic
category, of conditional breakpoints in the Full Symbolic category, and of
associated increased degrees of freedom to edit and/or patch a program
arbitrarily. ^.'he development of the High Level debugging aids does, however
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represent a significant change in approach to debugging. It enables a pro-
grammer (or user) to interact directly with his source language program
instead of having to trace the effect of an assembly language statement on the
states of machine registers and contents of storage locations.
The relative stability in the range of functions provided by the different
categories of debugging aids is possibly due to the fact that it debugging
assembly language programs the programmer has always needed the same
kinds of information about machine states irrespective of differing system
environments. The development of particular debugging aids for newer
computer systems has resulted primarily ..j progressively easier ways of
formulating requests for information and in reading or interpreting the infor-
mation provided on machine states (i. e. , as a result of increased compati-
bility between the codes of programming and debugging languages). The
developments in functional capability r(-arred to above reflect attempts to
mt -1 in part at least the programn er's need to get as "close as possible" to
his program while it is being executed, and to be able to modify it or insert
corrections with a minimum of effort, i, e. , without having to recompile his
whole program.
The development of high level debugging aids reflects the needs of a
growing body of relatively unsophisticated computer users, who are capable
of writing their own programs in some Problem Oriented Language, but lack
the programming and computer experience needed to debug their programs
in assembly level or machine language. The POL programming languages,
their users' limited computer training, and the associated (usually large
time-shared) computer systems represent a new and qualitatively different
environment in which progr..rri "bugs" can thrive and for which new computer
assisted debugging procedures needed to be designed.
In surveying available debugging aids and articles on recent develop-
ments in the art of debugging, we were impressed by the lack of discussion
about procedures for employing available aids most effectively. Where are
the guiclelir_ ,,s for the tyro on how to approach his debugging problems or
discussions of the relative power (bugs per unit cost) of differing diagnostic
approaches or debugging aids, or analyses of the differences in the problems
of debugging programs differing in size, complexity, language, operating
environment, single or multiple authorship, etc. ? What kinds of "bugs" are
most likely to occur in different program/ system/ language environments?
What are the relative probabilities of success for different debugging
approaches--team debugging, probabilistic debugging (best guess diagnosis),
incremental debugging, on-line or off-line debugging? In fact, little research
has been published that analyzes the problem of human error in programming
nor of detecting, diagnosing and correcting faults in computer software.
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Programming Bugs, Debugging
Tasks and Human Factors
Problems
Programming bugs are almost always the result of human error. An
awareness of this fact and an acceptance that it holds true even for oneself
is probably one of the greatest aids to successful programming and program
debugging. Bugs occur during programming, and skilled programmers differ
irom less skilled individuals not in being less fallible than other men ; but
rather in their early detection and correction of their mistakes. Skilled
programmers are alert to errors at all stages of programming and succeed
in correcting many of their mistakes before run time.
'Ihe analysis of a problem and its reformulation into related sequences
of intermediate steps provides an opportunity for making errors of logic.
'Chr expression of these logically related steps in some form of flow-chart
macro- statements of function or of machine operations provides a medium
in which errors of logic can be detected and corrected. The next major
opportunity for error comes when the flow-chart statements are translated
or coded into a source program in accordance with the rules of a particular
language and the additional specific requirements and constraints imposed
by a particular computing system's operating environment (both hardware
and software). This coding operation can give rise to two kinds of ''bugs'',
Coding or language errors and system specific errors, i. e. ; statements
that are inadmissable for the system as presently configured. A final
opportunity to err, comeswhen the source program is kuy-punched or typed
in a form ready for compilation or assembly. The wary programmer who
has checked his coded program for language and system errors will edit
his punching or typing as he goes along. Also he will list his punched pro-
gram and then carefully recheck his listing or cards with his original hand-
written source program.
Experimental studies have shown that the speed and accuracy of checking
or scanning paired lists of alphanumeric code words are enhanced if the
lists are presented in similar formats and close together to minimize the
extent of the observer's eye movements. Furthermore. this checking task
can be performed most efficiently if the viewing conditions permit an
observer to search for anomolies in the appearance or forms of the words
in each pair rather than force him to read every character sequentially
one at a tirne. The applicability of laboratory findings such as these to the
effect of viewing conditions on the efficiency of programmers in checking
programming sheets against program listings or punc'. ed cards should be
verified.
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By ti e time that a program is punched and ready for compilation, a
programmer has had an opportunity to make (and cor-ect) at least four
different kinds of mistakes- -errors of logic, language errors system
specific errors and punching errors. The chances that he will make any or
all these kinds of errors will vary for programs differing in size and corn-
plexity, written in di.ffereat languages and run in system environments
differing 'n complexity and alternative modes of operation. Similarly, the
magnitude of the problem a programmer will face in isolating, diagnosing
and correcting errors that remain in his program after it is ready for com-
pilation will vary correspondingly. More over, the magnitude of his
debugging problem will also be affected by the amount and kind of assistance
he receives from the computer System.
Most compilers will not only not compile incorrect code but will identify
the kind and location of certain classes of inadmissable statements. But
after such errors have been corrected and the program compiled some
Coding punching : logical and system specific errors can still remain un-
clete:c.ted. The experienced programmer expects this, and will include in
his program temporary statements that can be easily removed which call
for additional information, such as echo prints of all inpuc data prints of
significant intermediate results as well as final results and possibly special
printouts upon entering sub-programs. He anticipates errors and prepares
,n advance to acquire such additional information about the operation of his
program as he believes will help him locate and correct program bugs. At
execution time program bugs make their presence known by one or the
other of the following signs, the program does not execute comes to an
unprogrammed halt, cycles through a segment of program continuously;
produces an incorrect solution to a problem, prints output in incorrect
formats or as unintelligible garbage. The general problem then facing the
programmer is to acquire and interpret additional information a) about the
operation of his prograrn (expressed as hiyl,%er level language statements
or as a chronology of .machine states and operations) and b) the status of
the system environment that will enable him to correctly locate and diagnose
the source of his program's failure. In general terms he needs three
categories of information--a) detailed program performance information,
b) system status information (past and present) and c) reference information
against which he can interpret the performance and status information.
Reference information will include several categories; e, g. , program
requirements; the design characteristics and operating requirements and
constraints of the computer and its operating system, the program languages
employed and their characteristics and interface requirements, knowledge
of the program development and the corrections already made; previous
experience in writing related programs or of running programs in this
pa -ticular system environment, available debugging aids, etc. The pro-
grammer will develop one or more hypotheses about the lrobable location and
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kind of fault in his program, and proceed to test each against the informa-
tion available. To the extent that the available information is inadequate
to test his, hypotheses, the p.ogrammer will use the debugging aids avail-
able with the system to acquire the necessary additional information.
Questions about how to encode and format different kinds o f information
for display on CRT scopes or printouts so that a programmer can interpret
the inforr, , ation most easily and use the information effectively for debugging,
represent basic and significant human factors problems. Under separate
contracts to NASA, Office of Manned Space Flight, Dunlap and Associates,
Inc. , have already investigated and developed computer graphic display
formats to assist system test engineers detect and diagnose failures during
prelaunch checkout. Comparable human factors research needs to be done
to develop and evaluate new iethods of using computer displays to assist
programmers assimilate ana use effectively all the information that de-
hu;^ging aids can now provide.
However, the most critical problem in debugging that requires inten-
sive human factors investigation concerns the development and testing of
alternative debugging strategies. Nowhere in the literature have we found
any comprehensive guidelines, nor even discussion of how debugging aids
can be Lased most effectively to locate and diagnose program faults in
different kineis of programs and system environments.
Program Debugging Human
Factors Research
Research is needed to 1) betteY, define the scopr., of the debugging
problem, the nature of the process and the factors that determine its rela-
tive difficulty, 2) identify common approaches to debugging and the kinds
and amounts of information requested, 3) test and evaluate alternative
debugging strategies, and 4) explore the effectiveness of revised methods
of Encoding and displaying computer generated information during
The first two sets of objectives listed above lend themselves to a
research approach based on survey type methods. These methods could
include a questionnaire mailed to a relati . cly large number of programmers
working in a number of different organizations with differing kinds of
system applications, or alternatively structured interviews conducted with a
much smaller but similar sample of programmers. An alternative or
supplementary approach for exploring the second set of objectives would be
experimental. A group of available programmers could be asked to perform
their normal programming and debugging activities under conditions which
provided complete records of all errors committed, corrected, overlooked
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and subsequently debugged with the aid of the computer, and of all informa-
tion requested and actions taken at the computer during debugging.
The third objective clearly requires an experimental approach in which
measures of effectivenc,ss; such as time to sclution; requests of information,
use of debugging aids; length of program, etc. , and measures of costs, such
as terminal operating cost; CPU cost, labor cost ; etc. ; would be obtained
from a sample of programmers working under controlled conditions. The
resources available in personnel, computing facilities and tima would dic-
tate the form and scope of the experimental design. But in principle,
programmers would use different diagnostic strategies to identify different
kinds of faults in differing kinds of programs operating in differing system
environments.
Similarly, the fourth objective of evaluating the effectiveness of improved
display formats for assisting programmers to debug their programs could
best be investigated experimentally. This research would include a number
of small experiments m which the value c ,f different formats would be
tested for performing particular part-tasks such as cross-checking lists
of coder, sca.ining dumps of data for anotnolous values. or for tracing the
sequences of operations in parallel ma6-iines or parts of a machine, etc.
It might then provide an overall evaluaton of either a recommended
''package'' of display formats for specif y ed tasks or the use that programmers
make of a requestable repertoire of display formats during the performance
of a representative range of debugging to r-ks.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY APPENDIX
"After a deligent review of the work performed under
this contract, no new innovation, discovery, improve-
ment or invention was made. "
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